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By Laurel A Howe

Fisher King Press, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****.Six-year-old Randy conducts bloody wars in the sandtray, calling them World War
One, World War Two, and The War of the Ancient Dragon. He burns fires and bombs helpless
victims, killing some and saving others. What could possibly be going on in his imagination? The
contents of his imagination - what the alchemists call the realm of subtle bodies - are revealed in his
sandplay from one session to the next, and there we see the raw, autonomous dynamism that
motivates Randy, already branded a bully and nearly expelled from first grade. We see fiery,
destructive conflict, part his, part his culture s, part lived, part projected, a conflict of archetypal
opposites that engulf Randy s personality and fuel his violent behavior. But also from Randy s
imaginal world, out of the very war between opposites that drives him, the unknown third
possibility unfolds. Allowed to exist and be seen with a paradoxical healing aim, the war fights itself
out over time in the safe container of the sandtray, finds its unpredictable resolution, and gradually
releases Randy from its grip. He finally emerges,...
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Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Tim othy Lynch-- Tim othy Lynch

Comprehensive information! Its this sort of very good read through. This is certainly for all those who statte that there was not a worthy of studying. Your
daily life period will likely be convert as soon as you total reading this publication.
-- Ca nda ce K ling-- Ca nda ce K ling
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